
Bob� Fet� Men�
Cbi Office Road, Near CBI Office, Kathrikadavu, Kaloor, Ernakulam, Kerala 682017, India,
Kochi

(+91)6238652079

The menu of Boba Fett from Kochi includes 17 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the card cost about
₹130. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Boba Fett:

Stop trying the Boba tea on 28/5. definitiw recommend the taro blow shaker. the boba was small, hard and chew.
it could be a bit damper and in brown sugar syrup. can not wait to see how they grow. the best! not to dive into

this industry. read more. What User doesn't like about Boba Fett:
I did not meet the expectations, because this was only a colored sweet essence that was poured with these

bubbles into water. that blown at shifu momos is better than that. I guess it's just a good one. read more. The
Boba Fett in Kochi provides various tasty seafood courses, Indulge in the impressive view of the delicious

decorations of the dishes and also enjoy a beautiful view of some of the local attractions. Our wide range of
drinks caters to every taste with something suitable, Generally, the dishes are prepared in the shortest time and

fresh for you.
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Desser�
MATCHA ₹160

Ic� crea�*
VERY BERRY STRAWBERRY ₹120

Pop Tart�
BLUEBERRY ₹160

Fruchtei�
KIWI ₹120

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular product�
TENDER COCONUT ₹140

Condiment�
SYRUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Likeure� / Spirit�
BLUE CURACAO ₹120

Ingredient� Use�
WATERMELON ₹110

STRAWBERRY ₹160

CARAMEL

Bubbl� Te�
PINEAPPLE FOG TEA ₹120

DIVINE GREEN APPLE TEA ₹120

GUAVA PUNCH TEA ₹120
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BLACK CURRENT TEA ₹120 LITCHI DELIGHT TEA ₹120
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